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Presents

2016

Feat�ing C�l Ge� Fr�
Alesis, ATV, Cascio, DRUM!, DW, Gon Bops, 
Gretsch, Hudson, INDe, JamTech, LP, Low Boy 
Custom Beaters, PinchClip, Remo, Sabian, 
Sensory Percussion, Stone Custom Drums, 
Tama, Vater, Vic Firth, and Yamaha .
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The Alesis Nitro is a complete 8-piece electronic drum kit 
that is the perfect entry point into the world of drumming. 
It features three dynamic 8" tom pads -a 8" dual-zone 
snare drum for great feel and natural response, plus a kick 
drum pad with pedal. Three 10" cymbals, including a crash 
with choke, give you a virtually unlimited range of playing 

expression and the 4-post aluminum mounting 
rack keeps everything solid and secure. The setup 
also includes the powerful Nitro electronic drum 
module with hundreds of percussion sounds, 40 
different kits and 60 built-in play-along tracks.

$299.00

The Alesis Forge Kit is a complete 8-piece electronic drum 
kit that includes everything you need to play like a pro. It 
features an 11" dual-zone snare and three 8" tom pads for 
great feel and natural response, plus a kick drum pad with 
pedal. Three cymbals give you a virtually unlimited range of 
playing expression and the premium chrome 4-post 
mounting rack keeps everything solid and 
secure. The setup also includes the powerful 
Forge Drum Module that features 70 drum kits 
(50 factory + 20 user) with over 600 sounds and 
60 play-along tracks, built-in metronome to 
sharpen your skills and more.

$499.00

FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS
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http://www.interstatemusic.com/974504-Alesis-NITROKIT-8-Piece-Electronic-Drum-Kit-With-Kick-Pedal-NITROKIT.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/984296-Alesis-Forge-8-Piece-Drum-Kit-with-Forge-Drum-Module-FORGEKITXUS.aspx
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With SamplePad Pro, there’s no limit to your sonic 
creativity. SamplePad Pro is the all-in-one percussion 
instrument that knows no bounds. It features 8 fully 
responsive and velocity sensitive pads with blue LED 
illumination. There are hundreds of professionally 
recorded in-demand sounds onboard, and a SD card 
slot for loading and storing your own custom sounds. In 
short, SamplePad Pro is everything you’re looking for in 
a multi-pad—and more.

$299.00

ALESIS.COM

 The Alesis SamplePad 4 is an all-in-one percussion and 
sample-playing instrument. It comes equipped with four 
responsive, LED-illuminated rubber pads, dual zone trigger 
input, and ten preset kits. With a built-in library of the 
most commonly requested percussion and electronic drum 
sounds and the ability to load samples, the only limit is your 
imagination. For even more flexibility, you can tune and add 
reverb to your sounds. Intuitive navigation makes it easy to 
browse through your kits and you can drag and drop your 
samples via USB on a Mac or PC without removing your SD card. 
The bright blue LED lighting is clearly visible in every setting.

$179.00

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
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http://www.interstatemusic.com/966449-Alesis-Sample-Pad-Pro-8-Pad-Percussion-and-Sample-Triggering-Instrument-SAMPLEPADPROXUS.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/974505-Alesis-SamplePad-4-SAMPLEPAD4.aspx
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EXPLORING YOUR CREATIVITY  
ON THE DRUMSET
A New B�k/Video �� M�k Guiliana
A book/video package designed to expand your musical command  
of the drum set.

Drummers ask-
• How do you come up with such creative parts? 
• How do you seem to bend and modulate the time in your grooves and fills? 
• How did you get so comfortable changing rhythmic rates in  

your playing? 
• What did you practice to become such a great improviser?

Mark presents a complete system to answer these questions.  
• Features live footage of Mark and the David Bowie “Blackstar”  

rhythm section
• The video files are also available online for download  

or streaming.

A New B�k/Video �� M�k Guiliana

PATHWAYS OF MOTION
Steve Smith’s Definitive Guide to 
Mast�ing Matched Grip Technique

• Based on four distinct grips Steve uses.
• Covers hand techniques, rudiments, musical phrasing, Moeller 

motions soloing and building your endurance.
• The accompanying DVD contains matching videos for all lessons 

that are also available online for download or streaming.

“Steve has managed to come up with an essential and wonderful 
instructional method for matched grip players on the drumset. This 
method is new and incredibly relevant. I recommend this to any 
drummer who is serious about his or her chops.” Peter Erskine

AVAILABLE NOW AT
HUDSONMUSIC.COM
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http://HUDSONMUSIC.COM
http://www.interstatemusic.com/984908-Mark-Guiliana-Exploring-Your-Creativity-on-the-Drumset-Softcover-and-Online-Media-198253.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/977950-Steve-Smith-Pathways-of-Motion-Drum-Techniques-Softcover-and-Online-Media-156897.aspx
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DON’T TRUST SANTA. TREAT YOURSELF 
TO THESE GREAT GIFTS FROM VIC.

5A AND 5B VALUE PACKS
Buy 3 get 1 FREE! Now is the time to stock up on the world’s #1 sticks. Buy 
three pairs of either American Classic® 5A or 5B and get one pair FREE. 
Available at your favorite retailer. 

VICKICK BEATERS®

The VicKick Beaters® deliver a sound you 
didn’t think was possible. Designed with 
sound quality as the number one priority, 
from the first beat you’ll hear a difference. 
In fleece and dual position felt and wood.

UNIVERSAL PRACTICE TIPS
The must-have for every drummer! Rubber tips 
that fit over virtually all drum set and concert 
sticks. Great for practice and creating interesting 
timbres on drums and cymbals. Includes 2 pairs.

ISOLATION HEADPHONES
Developed with Rod Morgenstein, these 
isolation headphones were designed 
to protect your ears from high sound 
levels, reducing overall noise levels by 
25 decibels. The non-electronic DB22 are 
great for practice and the stereo SIH1 are 

perfect for live situations or 
playing with recorded music. 

VICFIRTH.COM

5A AND 5B VALUE PACKS

ISOLATION HEADPHONES

playing with recorded music. playing with recorded music. 

VIC FIRTH HI-FIDELITY EARPLUGS
Compact and reusable. Reduces decibel levels evenly 
without sacrificing quality of sound. Perfect for practice or 

performance. Available in 2 sizes.

sticks. Great for practice and creating interesting 
timbres on drums and cymbals. Includes 2 pairs.
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http://VICFIRTH.COM
http://www.interstatemusic.com/961204-Vic-Firth-5A-American-Classic-Wood-Tip-Drumsticks-4-For-The-Price-of-3-P5A-3-5A-1.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/961205-Vic-Firth-5B-American-Classic-Wood-Tip-Drumsticks-4-For-The-Price-of-3-P5B-3-5B-1.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/Brands/VIC-FIRTH.aspx/1/80000041%5eVicKick
http://www.interstatemusic.com/963521-Vic-Firth-UPT-Universal-Practice-Tips-2-Pair-UPT.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/873986-Vic-Firth-High-Fidelity-Regular-Earplugs-Regular-Blue-VICEARPLUGR.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/53798-Vic-Firth-DB22-Isolation-Headphones-Non-Electronic-Protection-DB22.aspx
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THE CLASSIC, SIGNATURE 
SOUND REDEFINED

Widely regarded as the most recorded drums 
in history, the Yamaha Recording Custom was 
instrumental in shaping the modern drum 
set as we know it today. In collaboration 
with legendary artist Steve Gadd, the iconic 
Recording Custom Series has been elevated 
with new design elements and the latest 
innovations, producing a refined, focused 
sound with enhanced rounded and deeper 
tone. The total result is a drumset that 
delivers both the classic signature sound and 
benefits from the latest enhancements in 
drum technologies.

• Lacquer finishes: Classic Walnut, Real 
Wood, Surf Green (pictured), Solid Black

PERFORMANCE, FEATURES BEAT 
ANYTHING IN ITS CLASS
Stage Custom Birch is the perfect choice, whether you’re a 
beginning drummer or a gigging pro. Upgraded professional 
features include Absolute-style lugs, die-cast bass drum 
claws for tuning precision, a 10-lug snare drum for increased 
tuning range, and thicker 100% birch shells for more 
warmth and body with stronger mids and lows.

• Lacquer finishes: Cranberry Red, Honey Amber 
(pictured), Natural Wood, Raven Black, Pure White

MULTI-PURPOSE MULTI-PAD
The DTX-M12 multi-pad is the only percussion pad that lets you play with sticks, hands, and 
fingers. Use the built-in 1,277 studio-quality sounds — or even import your own! — in this 
compact and versatile electronic percussion instrument. Use the trigger inputs for extra pads or 
with acoustic drum triggers to create a hybrid kit.  Use this as a stand-alone, as 
a mini-kit, with hand percussion, or as a VST controller for a wide 
variety of applications. The free DTXM12 Touch app allows you 
to easily customize and edit the DTXM12 from your iPad. 
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http://www.interstatemusic.com/Brands/YAMAHA.aspx/1/80000041%5eStage%2520Custom%2520Birch
http://www.interstatemusic.com/Brands/YAMAHA.aspx/1/80000041%5eRecording%2520Classic
http://www.interstatemusic.com/21546-Yamaha-DTX-MULTI-12-Percussion-Pad-DTXM12.aspx
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CREATE, LEARN, PLAY
The quietest drum kit from Yamaha, DTX400K features dynamic acoustic drum and 
percussion sounds, plus modern rock drums and electronic tones. Personalize the kits to 
match your style, and practice with interactive training functions that will challenge your 
drumming at any skills level. Play along with the built-in songs or aux input and develop the 
chops to play on acoustic drums. Download the free iOS apps to easily customize sounds 
and kits or play with new songs; the apps even make learning how to play drums fun!

GREAT FEEL, GREAT SOUNDS
This five-piece DTX502 Series features professional sound quality, 
highly expressive playability, user-friendly functionality, and unique 
features. The DTX502 module includes 691 drum, percussion and 
effect sounds for any musical situation and offers comprehensive 
training functions, practice songs, and easy MIDI recording. The USB 
port allows plug and play control of VST software and lets you import 
your own sounds. The free DTX502 Touch app allows you to easily 
control and customize the module from your iOS device.

YAMAHADRUMS.COM

THE STORY CONTINUES
 For the first time in its history, Yamaha Recording Custom Series snare drums are 
available in a variety of metal shells including 1.2mm aluminum, brass, and 
stainless steel with sizes that complement all performance styles. These new 
snare drums feature a simple snare drum design with an outer center bead 
which helps open up the tone of the drum for crisp, articulate performance. 
The 14" x 5.5" editions include Steve Gadd’s signature 10-strand snare wires for 
maximum sensitivity producing a more natural tone with greater dynamics.

• Aluminum creates a focused warm tone similar to wood and along with 
aluminum die-cast hoops provide a buttery rimshot and solid cross-stick:  
14x5.5, 14x6.5

• Brass features a full sound with rich midrange and wide tuning range: 
13x6.5, 14x5.5, 14x6.5

• Stainless Steel has a warmer tone compared to standard steel with cutting 
rimshots and effortless volume: 14x5.5, 14x7
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http://www.interstatemusic.com/869334-Yamaha-DTX400K-Electronic-Drumset-5-piece-Silent-Kick-Unit-and-Rack-System-DTX400K.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/Brands/YAMAHA.aspx/2/80000041%5eRecording+Custom
http://www.interstatemusic.com/912439-Yamaha-DTX-502-Drum-Trigger-Module-For-502-Series-DTX502.aspx
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ACCESSORY SOLUTIONS FOR 
THE DEMANDING DRUMMER
JamTec U.S.A. develops, builds and sells some of the 
most innovative, robust, lightweight drum accessories 
in the world. Located in Chicago, JamTec U.S.A. 
currently offers several product lines to choose from.

Visit the SticShop to see the original and 
innovative drum accessories that JamTec USA 
designs and manufactures.

The W�ld’s F�st 
Clamp-On Lighted 
Drumstick H�d�
The JamTec Slic Stic LED provides 
multi-positional mounting of your 
drumsticks in seconds. Simply slide your 
sticks in or out easily from anywhere on 
your drum kit. Never lose sight of your 
sticks again even on the darkest stage.

STIC KIT
The Ultimate Drumstick 
H�d� & Transit Case

DISTRIBUTION AND DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
JAMTEC.COM

STIC KEY
S�ap-On Tuning 
Key H�d�

(DRUM KEY INCLUDED)
SLIC STIC
Clamp-On 
Drumstick H�d�

STIC MIC
Clamp-On 
Fl ible Traditi�al 

Mi��h�e H�d�

STIC PAD
Clamp-On Mini 
Practice Pad

STIC PAD
Clamp-On Mini 
Practice Pad
Clamp-On Mini 
Practice Pad

STIC MIC
Clamp-On 
Fl ible Traditi�al 

Mi��h�e H�d�

STIC MIC
Clamp-On 
Fl ible Traditi�al 

Mi��h�e H�d�
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https://www.jamtec.com/stic-shop.html#!/JamTec-USA-Stic-Kit/p/37510332/category=15901010
https://www.jamtec.com/stic-shop.html#!/JamTec-USA-Stic-Mic/p/37510335/category=15901010&forcescroll=true
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https://www.jamtec.com/stic-shop.html#!/JamTec-USA-Stic-Pad/p/37510336/category=15901010&forcescroll=true
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DW DESIGN SERIES MINI PRO KIT
G�d Things C�e in Small DW Packages

With newly-designed mini Turret lugs, Remo USA®-made Suede® 
“outline” logo heads and a sleek silver and white badge, its looks are 
fresh, yet decidedly DW. Also included are pro features such as STM™ 
(Suspension Tom Mounts), True-Pitch® Tuning, MAG™ throw-off, 

low-mass die cast claw hooks and  North American Maple shells 
that pack a serious punch.

DW 6000 ULTRALIGHT HARDWARE PACK W/ BAG 
Y�r Back Will Thank Y�!

Ultralight hardware is a perfect for bop kits, vintage sets and 
gigging drummers everywhere.  All stands feature a classic, 

low-profile and lightweight aluminum Flush Base Design 
and Ultralight Joints that are smooth and strong. 

DW’s toothless Glide Tilters vastly improve 
angle adjustment. The best part? The 
entire 4-piece set weighs under 19 pounds. 

DW COLLECTOR’S CARBON FIBER SNARE DRUM
H�iday ‘Lights’ Fr� DW
Lightweight and durable, carbon fiber has been used for airplane parts and 
racing chassis. Now DW has incorporated carbon fiber into the Custom Shop 
lineup. This beauty gives you plenty of cut for loud playing situations, but 
it’s also dynamically sensitive to give you a range of sounds. Each Collector’s 
Series snare drum offers features such as the MAG throw-off system with 3P (3 
position) butt-plate, True-Hoops, True-Tone snare wires and True-Pitch tuning.

NOTHING BEATS THESE BEATERS
New Black Sheep and C�� XL Beat�s �� DW  
Off� Sic Optis
The Black Sheep Beater is a black-stained maple beater with elastic black wool covering that easily 
removes to create two uniquely different sounds – one punchy with lots of attack – and the other 
muffled and open. While the Control XL Beater’s longer shaft measures 8.15" for additional throw and 
power, while oversized, square wood or felt beater faces provides more head contact for maximum 
volume and attack.

DWDRUMS.COM

DW DESIGN SERIES MINI PRO KIT

With newly-designed mini Turret lugs, Remo USA
“outline” logo heads and a sleek silver and white badge, its looks
fresh, yet decidedly DW. Also included are pro features such as STM™ 
(Suspension Tom Mounts), True-Pitch

G�d Things C�e in Small DW Packages

are 
fresh, yet decidedly DW. Also included are pro features such as STM™ 

low-mass die cast claw hooks and  North American Maple shells 

DW 6000 ULTRALIGHT HARDWARE PACK W/ BAG 
Y�r Back Will Thank Y�!

Ultralight hardware is a perfect for bop kits, vintage sets and 
gigging drummers everywhere.  All stands feature a classic, 

low-profile and lightweight aluminum Flush Base Design 
and Ultralight Joints that are smooth and strong. 
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http://DWDRUMS.COM
http://www.interstatemusic.com/Brands/DW-DRUM-WORKSHOP.aspx/1/80000041%5eMini%2520Pro
http://www.interstatemusic.com/978968-DW-DWCP6000ULPK-6000-Series-Ultralight-Models-Hardware-Pack-DWCP6000ULPK.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/965580-DW-104W-Rich-Redmond-Black-Sheep-Bass-Drum-Beater-DWSM104W.aspx
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ELECTRONIC DRUMS aD5 
Feel The Real Deal!
ATV delivers cutting-edge sensing technology, incredible drum, cymbal, and percussion sounds, with 
the absolute best player experience in electronic drums. When you sit down and play the aD5 you will 
immediately react to the sound and feel as if you are playing an acoustic kit.

The aD5 is compatible with pads from major manufacturers. Use of popular drum triggers is also 
supported. Simply load the ATV Trigger Profile  matching your kit, pad, or trigger type 
and you are ready to play. For ultimate dynamic control, you may also choose 
to build your own personalized trigger profile with the on-board 
Trigger Wizard.

A variety of kits and drum sounds covering Jazz to Metal 
ships with the aD5. Users may expand their aD5 sound 
library with studio-quality drum kits and sounds by  
visiting the online ATV Sound Store.  

Be ready to be inspired!

ELECTRORGANIC aFRAME
An Inn�ati� in Elec��ic P
cussi�!
ATV is proud to bring an new look, touch, feel, sound, and 
expressiveness to percussion players. 

The aFrame enables performers to organically express their 
musicality in new ways, allowing the player to control the subtlety 
of their performance. 

When playing the aFrame, its organic feel is instantly recognizable. 
For a natural feel, the playing surface of the aFrame is made of a 
hi-tech material with excellent bounce and friction characteristics, 
yet it has the familiar feel of headed acoustic percussion. 

ATV’s proprietary “Adaptive Timbre Technology” responds to the 
acoustic percussion playing techniques of striking, pressing, and 
friction. With nuance, the player can produce sounds that have 
tonal variation and effect controls not possible with existing 
digital percussion. 

Express your passion!

ATVCORPORATION.COM

The aD5 is compatible with pads from major manufacturers. Use of popular drum triggers is also 
supported. Simply load the ATV Trigger Profile  matching your kit, pad, or trigger type 
and you are ready to play. For ultimate dynamic control, you may also choose 
to build your own personalized trigger profile with the on-board 
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http://www.interstatemusic.com/976628-ATV-aD5-Electronic-Drum-Module-AD5.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/Brands/ATV.aspx
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GRETSCH 12" ROUND BADGE PRACTICE PAD
Give the Gift of Peace & Quiet 
Standing or sitting, Gretsch’s 12" practice pad lets the drummer in your life quietly practice any 
place, anytime so they can stay on Santa’s “Nice” List.  Don’t forget the backpack to carry it in.

GRETSCH DELUXE BACK PACK
S��g, st
dy and safely h�ds ev�ything y� need
Gretsch’s heavy duty backpack has two main compartments to hold your music 
sheets or practice pad.  Comfortably fits your laptop or IPad plus any additional 
components you need for your next gig.

GRETSCH PUTS THE HAMMER DOWN
Gretsch 5x14" Black Hamm�ed Steel Sn�e 
The 5x14" Black Hammered Steel is a beautiful, lightweight snare 
with a wide dynamic range and a great feel. It’s the perfect all-around 
snare sound for a broad range of musical settings.

GRETSCH 5-PIECE RENOWN KIT IN 
SILVER OYSTER PEARL 
Nothing ‘Beats’ this H�iday 
Sp�kl�
Renown still features the classic 7-ply Gretsch formula 
maple shells, with 30-degree bearing edges and exclusive 
“Silver Sealer” interiors. But this Renown comes with 
a new twist with the addition of the Gretsch’s play-
er-friendly “302” hoop—the same hoop used on Gretsch’s 
Brooklyn and Broadkaster series drums. 

GRETSCHDRUMS.COM
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http://GRETSCHDRUMS.COM
http://www.interstatemusic.com/869531-Gretsch-12-Practice-Pad-Orange-GREPAD12O.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/922016-Gretsch-GR-BKPK-Deluxe-Backpack-GRBKPK.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/977503-Gretsch-S10514BSH-5X14-Hammered-Black-Steel-Snare-Drum-S10514BSH.aspx
http://www.interstatemusic.com/977486-Gretsch-RN2E825SOP-Euro-5-Piece-Drum-Set-Silver-Oyster-Pearl-Finish-RN2E825SOP.aspx
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TACKY SACK 
A grip enhancing rosin powder that absorbs moisture and provides added control of your drumsticks while 
performing in humid and sweaty conditions. Gently “clap” your hands on the Tacky Sack to apply rosin 
powder to your palms. Cord included to hang Tacky Sack from your snare drum, stick bag, hardware etc. 
The Vater Tacky Sack is used by: Jay Weinberg [Slipknot], Gil Sharone [Marilyn Manson], Keith Zebroski 
[Miranda Lambert], Tommy Clufetos [Black Sabbath/Ozzy], to name a few. 

MIKE MANGINI WICKED PISTON
“This stick does ev�ything y� c�ld possibly want it to do. It’s not y�r �din�y 
stick. It is balanced, it is p��ful. This is the Wicked Pist�!” - Mike Mangini 

Mike Mangini’s new unique American Hickory design starts out at .580" (1.47cm) in the grip and increases slightly towards the middle of 
the stick until it reaches .620" (1.57cm) and then tapers back down to an acorn tip. Mike’s reason for this design is so that the stick has 
a slightly added front weight for a solid, consistent “throw” and transient sound. With the extra length, you can adjust how much front 
weight you’re implementing by slightly moving your fulcrum point up or down on the stick. You’ll also get a fat sounding rimshot crack 
from the added front weighted taper.  

Length: 16 3/4" | 42.55cm; Diameter: 0.580" | 1.47cm

BUZZ KILL
Drum and cymbal gel dampening 
system to control unwanted over 
ring and tone. Can be easily cut 
to achieve the desired amount of 
dampening whether using it live or 
in the studio. Buzz Kill is super-tacky, 
so it can be used on both batter and 
resonant heads and is reusable. 

BEGINNER TO PROFESSIONAL… 
VATER HAS YOU COVERED WITH TOP QUALITY

VATER.COM

A grip enhancing rosin powder that absorbs moisture and provides added control of your drumsticks while 
performing in humid and sweaty conditions. Gently “clap” your hands on the Tacky Sack to apply rosin 
powder to your palms. Cord included to hang Tacky Sack from your snare drum, stick bag, hardware etc. 
The Vater Tacky Sack is used by: Jay Weinberg [Slipknot], Gil Sharone [Marilyn Manson], Keith Zebroski 

A grip enhancing rosin powder that absorbs moisture and provides added control of your drumsticks while 
performing in humid and sweaty conditions. Gently “clap” your hands on the Tacky Sack to apply rosin 
powder to your palms. Cord included to hang Tacky Sack from your snare drum, stick bag, hardware etc. 
The Vater Tacky Sack is used by: Jay Weinberg [Slipknot], Gil Sharone [Marilyn Manson], Keith Zebroski 
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CAJON BRUSH
A great sounding brush/stick element for 
use on Cajón drums and world drumming 
instruments. Made of wavy polymer 
strands for a great sound. Great on the 
drum kit as well! 

MALLETS
A brand new line of mallets and 
marching/concert implements. 75+ 
Mallet and Stick models to choose 
from in: Front Ensemble Series, 
Concert Ensemble Series, Marching 
and Educational Products.

DRUMSTICKS
Countless Vater Drumstick 
options available in 
Hickory, Maple, Player’s 
Design, Marching, Concert, 
and more.
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INDe DRUM KITS
Designed to be efficient, responsive, and full of tone.  We start 
with our exclusive Flex-Tuned 5 ply maple shells and add our 
lightweight hardware with Patent Pending tunable suspension, 
creating a balanced kit with unbelievable sensitivity and 
warmth.  Built by hand in Michigan with your choice of Aquarian 
heads, and sold direct from the manufacturer for unmatched 
service and affordability!  3 Piece kits starting at $1,399!

Buy Now

INDe SNARE BUILDER
Create your dream snare drum with our Snare Configurator!  Start with our Flex-Tuned maple shells or 
thin flanged shells in either Black Nickel Plated Brass, or Brushed Aluminum, all built with our beautiful 
low-mass lugs and light and ultra-smooth INDe Strainer.  Assembled with your choice of hoops, wires, 
and heads.  Most options in stock, assembled and shipped within 48 hours!  Starting at $299!  

Buy Now

INDe STRAINER
Upgrade your snare drum with the NEW INDe Strainer & Butt Plate!  Smooth, Light, Simple and Reliable.  Everything 
a strainer should be, nothing it shouldn’t.  The strainer is equipped with slotted mounting holes adapt from 1" to 
2.5" hole spacings, with clearance for a center bead. Great for builders or as an upgrade to your existing snare.  

Buy Now

INDe SUSPENSION MOUNTING BRACKET
The World’s Only Tuneable Drum Suspension! Different drums resonate 

differently.  Dial in your drum’s resonant sweet spot with the all new INDe 
Suspension Mounting Bracket!  Great for unlocking the tone of an existing 

tom or floor tom.  Adjustable hole spacing from 1-2" adapts to replace 
the factory installed brackets on most drums with NO DRILLING!  

Buy Now

INDEDRUM.COM
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MATADOR STAVE CAJON BY LATIN PERCUSSION
An �iginal design �� the lead� in p�cussi�
With one of the biggest innovations in cajons, LP is making one with staves and in 
the shape of a conga drum. The rounded “belly” gives a warm bass sound and with 
a smaller dimension top, the highs are easy to produce allowing you to play faster.

LP TAMBOURINE COWBELL PACK WITH MOUNT
P�fect add-� pack f� any drumm�  
� p�cussi�ist
This pack consisting of an LP Cyclops tambourine and the LP City Series cowbell 
comes complete with a mounting bracket. Getting two of LP’s bestselling items in 
one box makes this the perfect gift for any drummer.

LP RAW TRASH SNARE
One man’s �ash can is a drumm�’s ultimate 

side sn�e
Literally upcycled from an actual galvanized trash can lid, the Trash Snare is a Swiss Army knife 

of an instrument. An included Snare Wire Sound Enhancer makes it a perfect side snare. Remove 
the wires for timbale sound. Loaded with synthetic beads, it’s a massive shaker, ocean drum or 
sizzle effect.

LP ALL IN ONE FOOT COWBELL PACK WITH DW PEDAL
A c�bell pedal pack �� the lead�s in p�cussi� 
and h�dw�e
This is everything you need to add a foot bell when playing your drum set, cajon, or 
percussion. Includes the Gajate Aspire adjustable mounting bracket, a City Cowbell 
and DW 2000 pedal. 

LPMUSIC.COM

side sn�e
Literally upcycled from an actual galvanized trash can lid, the Trash Snare is a Swiss Army knife 

of an instrument. An included Snare Wire Sound Enhancer makes it a perfect side snare. Remove 
the wires for timbale sound. Loaded with synthetic beads, it’s a massive shaker, ocean drum or 
sizzle effect.
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DRUMMAGAZINESTORE.COM

YOU MUST HAVE SOME ISSUES!
Get Back Issues of DRUM!, instant digital d�nloads, 
subs�ipti�s, app�el and m�e at the new st�e. 
Even digital issues of TRAPS magazine.

November 2016 April 2016 August 2015 April 2015

February 2012October 2012November 2014 August 2010
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SENSORY PERCUSSION IS A GAME CHANGER
Sensory Percussion by Sunhouse is the 
only technology that translates the 
nuance of acoustic drumming to the 
world of electronic music production.

By pairing our powerful new software 
and specialized sensors, you can now 
take advantage of the full sonic range 
of your drums. Create up to ten sound 
zones per drum to control any number 
of samples, effects and synths. Blend 
between sounds and move effects 
with your playing.

So say goodbye to knobs and 
buttons, pick up your sticks and play 
electronics like never before.

Use code “DRUM!” at checkout 
for free domestic shipping 
through the end of the year.

Marcus Gilmore
Chick Corea, Vijay Iyer

“Sensory Percussion is the future!”

Chris Dave
D’Angelo, Drumhedz

“sensory percussion + ur brain = 
infinite possibilities for ur thought 
triggered mind...amazing" 

Trevor Lawrence, Jr.
Herbie Hancock, Dr. Dre

“Sensory Percussion is the freshest, 
most creative technology to hit 
electronic drumming in the last 
decade. With one drum I can now 
do what I can do with an entire kit."

SUNHOU.SE
Twitter/Instagram

@SUNHOUSEINC
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PERFECT HOLIDAY BOX SETS FROM SABIAN
BEST IN CLASS. PERIOD.
XSR Pr�oti�al Set (XSR5005GB)

XSR delivers unprecedented sound and performance at a price 
designed to fit your cymbal budget. Contents include:

• 14" Crash
• 16" Fast Crash
• 20" Ride
• FREE 18" Fast Crash

MORE BIG & UGLY
18" AA Sick Hats (218SHN)

Thin and very dry overall, 18" AA Sick Hats are surprisingly 
controllable. 28 large holes means virtually no airlock. 
Bring a little more Big & Ugly into your holiday season.

THE EVOLUTION  
OF B8
With more hammering – 
including fully hammered 
bells – than any previous B8 
series, SABIAN B8X delivers 
enhanced projection, more 
complexity and a great look!

SABIAN.COM

B8X P�f�mance Set  
Plus (45003XG)
Contents include:

• 14" Hats
• 16" Thin Crash
• 20" Ride
• FREE 18" Thin Crash

B8X 2-Pack +14 (45002X-14.) 
Contents include:

• 14" Hats
• 18" Crash Ride
• FREE 14" Thin Crash
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MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY SEASON LEGENDARY 
WITH GON BOPS
KICK. SNARE. REPEAT. 
1. DDLR Signat�e Caj� (CJDR)

Designed with Daniel de los Reyes of 3-time Grammy Award 
Winning Zac Brown Band, this ultra-light cajon delivers 
incredible versatility and dynamic tone. It’s the ideal cajon 
for country, roots and rock & roll.

PRO FEATURES  
AT A SMART PRICE
2. Fiesta B�gos (FS785SB, FS785N)

Legendary Gon Bops quality and tone abound in 
these classy, professional size bongo drums. Offered 
in sunburst and natural finish, their 7"/8.5" size 
allow for the widest choice in after-market heads.

CLASSIC CUBAN STYLE AND SOUND
3. M�iano C�gas and B�gos
Now in chrome hardware, Gon Bops Mariano drums produce 
that authentic vintage sound that only natural cowhide 
heads on select light hardwood can deliver − from big, beefy 
open tones to crisp slaps and solid palm tone.

GONBOPS.COM

1

2

3
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Designed and handcrafted by the 
masterful Bernie Stone, Stone Custom 
snares – like the tone-enhanced 3-ply 
Chicago Vintage with High Resonance 
Shells® boosted by internal Rezo 
Rings®, and the 9-ply Super America 
with a tone-generating Rezo Core® 
center laminated with razor-thin 
Bubinga or Hawaiian veneers for a 
Super Resonance® shell – deliver 
optimum tone with every stroke.

1. Chicago Vintage Maple
2. Super America Bubinga
3. Super America Koa

Available at
.COM

1

2

3

THE NEW STANDARD IN WOOD BASS DRUM BEATERS

LOWBOYBEATERS.COM

Since bursting onto the scene in 2014, Low Boy has redefined the way bass 
drum beaters look and sound. The flat striking surface provides added power, 
a fuller sound and more attack. Mix and match over 30 paint and stain 
options — and custom laser engraving — to build your perfect beater!

“The playability, durability and the ability to customize leaves Low Boy 
Beaters in a league of their own. I’ve searched for years to find the perfectly 
balanced beater for my playing. Jeremy and Chris created exactly 
what I’ve been searching for all of those years. I am proud and 
honored to be a Low Boy Beater artist.”
— Glenn Kotche, Wilco/Solo Artist

1. Lightweight Leather Daddy Brown, Natural w/ White Stripe
2. Artist Series / Lola Blu
3. Standard / Natural w/ Black Stripes
4. Artist Series / Kate Caughey
5. Standard / No stripes / Light Brown

1

2

3

4

5

STONE CUSTOM SNARES WITH 
RESONATING SHELLS
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PinchClip is an innovative and affordable quick-release drum accessory that 
replaces cymbal stand wing nuts and hi-hat clutch nuts. PinchClips feature a 

flexible stainless-steel flange that makes setting up, packing up and changing cymbals 
fast and easy. They’re universal, so they fit vintage 6mm cymbal stems and standard 8mm 
stems. And, they fit on any threaded hi-hat clutch, turning it into a quick-release clutch.

They’ll also work as memory locks on floor tom legs and cymbal boom arms. 

PinchClips are available in convenient 3-packs and carry a street price under $10

For more information visit
PINCH-CLIP.COM

INNOVATIVE. UNIVERSAL. AFFORDABLE.

REMO RHYTHM LID™ SNARE KIT
Got Buckets? Put A Lid On It.
Remo’s Rhythm Lid™ Controlled Sound® Snare Kit 
instantly Rocks Your Bucket providing a high-end snare 
drum-like sound. Remo’s Rhythm Lid™ Snare Kit is 
constructed with an Acousticon® drumshell, Controlled 
Sound® Clear Drumhead and includes the Snare Clip. 
Designed to fit most 5, 6, and 7 gallon U.S. made buckets. 
The Rhythm Lid™ allows you to turn your bucket into a 
drum by simply applying the drumhead to the pail with a 
slight downward pressure creating a “Press Fit” seal that 
produces a quality tonal frequency. Most hardware stores 
carry buckets that are compatible with the Rhythm Lid™ 
Drumhead, making it affordable and fun for educational, 
recreational, and street drumming.

REMO.COM
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GET ALL YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING DONE EARLY WITH 
CASCIO INTERSTATE MUSIC!
Cascio Interstate Music wants to be your holiday headquarters. Log on and 
download our complete winter catalog, and check out tons of special offers 
while you’re at it.

INTERSTATEMUSIC.COM/DRUMGEAR
*Not all brands shown here available  
for purchase on interstatemusic.com
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InterstateMusic.com Retail Superstore  
Located at 138th & National in New Berlin, WI

INTERSTATEMUSIC.COM/HOLIDAY | 1 (800) 462-2263

A  M A P E X  S N A R E  S I G N E D  B Y

SIGN UP AT INTERSTATEMUSIC.COM/DRUMGEAR

CHRIS ADLER

ENTER TO WIN A MAPEX 
SNARE DRUM SIGNED BY 
CHRIS ADLER!
Be sure to check out DRUM! Wishbook items 
and click to shop at interstatemusic.com. 
You can win big at Cascio Interstate!

A  G R E T S C H  S N A R E  S I G N E D  B Y

SIGN UP AT INTERSTATEMUSIC.COM/DRUMGEAR

stanton moore

ENTER TO WIN A SIGNED 
GRETSCH SNARE DRUM FROM 
STANTON MOORE!
Shop online at interstatemusic.com/drumgear, 
enter more drum giveaways, sign up for the 
Cascio newsletter, and check out our drum 
catalog! Most items ship FREE!

DRUMSETS | PEDALS | STICKS | HEADS & MORE!

FIND US ONLINE AT INTERSTATEMUSIC.COM/DRUMGEAR

Eric Hernandez
Bruno MarsWHATEVER YOU’RE 

LOOKING FOR, CASCIO 
IS SURE TO HAVE IT!
We have Drumsets, Pedals, Sticks, 
Heads & More. Plus, request a free 
copy of our extensive Drum Catalog at 
interstatemusic.com/drumcatalog!
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IMPERIALSTAR
Free Gear With Purchase 
Delivering quality and features often found on 
higher-end kits, TAMA Imperialstar is an accessibly 
priced kit suited for a variety of playing levels and 
styles. With 100% Poplar shells, Stagemaster 
hardware, the legendary Iron Cobra 200 bass 
drum pedal, and MIENL HCS cymbals, Imperialstar 
sets a new standard in value. Now, through 
12/25/16, TAMA offers a FREE 10" MEINL splash 
with TAMA holder and PROMARK sticks with the 
purchase of a new qualifying Imperialstar kit.

Qualifying models: IP52KC, IP62C & IP50C
Pictured: IP52KCCPM (CANDY APPLE MIST)

1ST CHAIR 
Your Best Performance Starts  
At The Core
The new Round Rider XL and Ergo Rider drum thrones of TAMA’s 
respected 1st Chair line introduce the new “Core Comfort 
Design”. Along with features such as the new Seat Lock, and 
oversized rubber feet, the 1st Chair Premium thrones create a 
strong, comfortable and balanced core for a performance that is 
confident and in control.
 
Pictured: HT730B (ERGO-RIDER), HT830R (ROUND RIDER XL)

SOUNDWORKS
Snares With Character, Power And Tone
Soundworks snares are not only great-sounding and affordable—
but snares with character. Each snare in the lineup creates a sound 
distinctly its own. The beautifully resonant, warm, & open Maple snares 
provide a great all-purpose sound. The powerful, cutting Steel snares 
are ideal for live settings. The Kapur snares offer a fat, dry, warm sound, 
well-balanced for various genres of music.

Pictured: DMP1465MVM (6.5x14" Matte Vintage Maple) TAMA.COM
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